
SPIM MACHINE DESCRIPTION LEVEL 1, 2, 3 AND 4

Add spim levels 2, 3, and 4 to gcc, build gcc by making cc1, and observe

the testcases provided as resources to you.

Perform problems 1 and 2 on spim2, and problem 3 on spim1.

1. Replace the ‘movsi’ define_expand pattern, the Load Word, Store

Word, Register Move, and Constant Load define_insn patterns by
a single define_insn ‘movsi’ pattern. Why is this approach unde-

sirable? You can test your code on

int main ()

{

int a, b, c;

a = b;

x = a;

x = y;

a = 10;

x = 11;

}

Learning: Introducing the concept of predicates, constraints, and

multiple assembly outputs in the same define_insn pattern.

2. • Given a list of ‘mov’ patterns in the MD file (resources/spim2.md)
which are identical except for the mode. Combine them into

a single pattern using mode iterators and verify that the list
of patterns has been generated by checking the generated file
insn-emit.c.

• Given a single pattern that supports addition of single integer

values "addsi3". Add support for short and long integers using
mode iterators.

You can test your code on

int main ()
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{

short int a, b, c;

a = b;

a = b + c;

}

Learning: Introducing the concept of mode_iterators, which allows
combining of multiple patterns differing only in their modes.

3. • Implement arithmetic shift left for different machine modes. The

assembly code should change accordingly. The operation should
support statements of the form:

register_operand = register_operand ≪ constant_operand.

• Machine code should be generated only if the shift count is within
the size (in bits) of the operand being shifted.

You can test your code on

int main ()

{

short int a, b;

a = a << 3;

b = b << 19;

}

Learning: Introducing the concept of mode_attr and exploring the

C language APIs.
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